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Question Details

# Question

1 Will this webinar be recorded and made available on the RAB website?

2 Wondering if the survey included a cross section of girls who stayed in the game as well?  Or just girls who left?

3

i think your question on the principle of lower level players was worded properly as we answered yes as we disagree with that 

statement.

4 inproperly

5 Yes ____, the question was asked with improper answering of yes or no.

6 were the players that were survey .. were they in a lower level or AA level?  what was the 65 group survey?

7 Why only 65 athletes in the focus group

8 U12 is part of ringette why were these kids not in the focus group??

9

What if a player can only commit a couple times per week (due to other athletic commitments) but still wants to play and 

compete at a high level? Are the programs based only on hours spent on ice?

10 I would aslo wonder about the generalizability of that number (small) of athletes/families.

11

Agree with Cate as the answer to the poll question was Yes, we agree lower level players receive the same ability to progress as 

others.

12

Other sports are moving towards more established competitive leagues (super league for hockey and many for soccer) why is 

Ringette moving towards a less competitive nature? How does this help grow the sport and the awareness of it

13 In cross ice, what are they learning to pass over?

14

Do you expect you will get enrollment in the less competitive league? A few hockey associations have had to drop their house 

leagues due to poor enrollment and lack of development of the the athletes

15 Adrian Like the question! :)

16

Why so many changes at once? Small ice, changes to u12, changes to leagues. 

Are you concerned about losing enrollment?

17 what's going to happen with blue lines? aren't they kinda important

18 A good coach can teach  passing over any color line



19

How will this work for smaller communities where we struggle to get even enough players and coaches to make up one team per 

age group. We likely won’t have the options for girls to play in either Flex, Classic or excellence. Unless I misunderstood the 

concept of this.

20 Are facilities adding the line to the ice?  Are coaches going to use dobbers to draw the lines on?

21

What will make a person pass .. I have watch tykes and Novice in hockey but most just always drive for the net by themselves.  

how does this help with the passing in Ringette?

22 the small area is about being engaged and ring touches

23 Are the lines symmetrical? The first line is the ringette line, is the next line 5ft away?

24

I understand the reasoning for half ice but how will you plan to grandfather girls who, in U10 have already played two years on full 

ice?

25 will there still be evaluations?

26 How is that line being represented? Are you having arenas add lines to the current configuration?

27

What is going to happen to the players who have been playing on full ice for the past two years? Will they be expected to play on 

half ice? Won’t that hinder development?

28 Would you expect associations to lower the fees then for children's ringette since there will be a savings on the cost of ice?

29 How does changing the name from Step1 to “less competitive” actually differ in the outcome?

30 with evaluations. will parameters change

31 Are we losing kids in Ringette?  I had thought that our registration was growing overall.

32 how is there crease if there no crease on one side of the ice?

33 Does that mean fees are decressed?

34 Where are they going to be?  The creases and free passes?

35

how are we going to have the painted lines on the ice for the small ice, both for the pass lines and for the creases?  are we going 

to get all applicable rinks to paint those lines?

36 How many arenas have been approached about adding all of these extra lines?

37

Did you get positive feedback from the players and coaches that participated in the 1/2 ice pilot? Nobody we had involved enjoy 

their time.

38 zo, A B and C tiers will disappear?

39 Can you go back to the diagrams and elaborate on offensive and defensive zones? Hard to picture.

40 How will the creases near centre ice be represented on the ice surface. Will the arena paint them into the ice?

41 Ringette is already at reduced ice. Now you are stretching that further. Will you reduce the enrollment fees?

42 how many kids per team?

43 I agree with _______'s question - what is the problem we're trying to solve?



44

90 second shifts? Why? We played 2 minute and 3 minute shifts and they were perfect. All the players had the time to organize 

themselves. Half of the kids regarding active start take 10-15 seconds just to get on the ice

45

Will referees/coaches be responsible for adding these lines? How can you assure consistency? 

This potentially puts a huge strain on already limited officials- depending on how this is rolled out and structured.

46

isn't there a risk with the increased committment level and ice required for active start which will result in higher fees might turn 

away families?

47

One of the things we love about ringette is that the girls are challenged to learn the full game and rules from the start, instead of 

being phased in over years of play.

48 Some small town dressing rooms don’t even fit one full team, let a lone two!

49 Having 2 different teams in a dressing room!?

50

20+ kids in one dressing room is going to rarely work!  Even as big as Active Start kids are.  We struggled to fit 12 in some dressing 

rooms this year.

51 Why would team A not separate their 20 players into 2 different teams?

52

Part of what makes Ringette a great sport is the off ice relationships formed. Isn’t this lost with crowding the dressing rooms with 

two teams.

53

I agree small area games are awesome, one of the largest problems we face in hockey with just 3 teams to a practice ice time is 

the dressing rooms are not large enough to accomodate three teams let alone 4. You have to consider each kid comes with one 

parent so if we have 4 teams of 10 people per game you are talking about 80 people in 2 dressing rooms.

54 Not a fan of mixing the dressing rooms!

55

How many kids are on those hockey teams Sean?  10, or 15? approx? I think 4 teams per slot could work with reduced team sizes.  

Lots of hockey teams have 15 kids+. that wouldn't fit.

56 12 kids per team

57 This isn't hockey!!

58

This whole system looks very similar to TIMBITS hockey. Makes me sad as a player and coach that the girls will lose their dressing 

room team bonding time.

59 Of which 2-3 did not show up at each ice time

60 Exactly! It’s not hockey!

61 WHy is it being changed at all?

62 option a is preferred.  option b too long for young players

63 What is the frequency of this mini tournament option? Weekly?

64 Does option B mean they are playing less often? As in once every two weeks instead of once a week?

65

A preferred.  Let people try it.  It's a big change.  Lots of things could work but I wouldn't want people to feel "trapped" by it for 2 

hours.  That' sa lot.



66 U10 Step 1, Step 2, Step3?

67

Sharing a dressing room with other teams really takes away from team comraderie, my daughter is in active start and is playing 

again next year partly because of the friendships she made in the dressing room. How do you propose to regain this if teams have 

to share a dressing room?

68 option B

69 Cochrane has a great ringette program! Parents and athletes are happy! Why change things?!

70 Will there be refs at the U10 level?

71

Dressing rooms with 20 kids and a required parent to help sounds physically impossible, how will that work? How will they bond 

with that many kids?

72 Option A

73 The longer sessions are really helpful with travel for rural teams

74 So kids in U12B this year go to Provincials and next year in U12A they don't??

75 the main question is why do we need to cram 4 teams onto an ice slot?

76 What kind of behaviours?

77 I vote longer sessions too!

78 Just to clarify, is the plan to move to half ice for S1, S2, and S3 of U10?

79 No provincials for U12 starting in 2019-2020?

80 Is the half ice recommendation for all Steps for U10? Or will Step 2 and 3 be similar to U12?

81

I think trying to fit 20 kids into a change room with thier parents is unrealistic.  I would think there would be a safety concern with 

over crowding.  I also think you take away "TEAM" by introducing 2 teams into one dressing room.  And lastly having 4-7 year olds 

trying to play ringette for 120 mins is way to much for them!

82 Agreed

83 I think half Ice is a great Idea, however I do Not think taking 4 teams and piling them on an ice time is not sensible Idea.

84

How will I develop referees for U12 if I have no officials in U10 now? This is a HUGE gap, U10 is the bread and butter of training 

and exposing officials to the game.

85

and Ringette is a TEAM sport not just on the ice but Outside of the ice and bring the TEAM together.  This is also how we keep girls 

in the sport.  Its not all about the play but the social aspect to the game.  My youngest love the game and is a great competitor but 

the Social aspect is so important and has brought her closer to the game even more than playing it

86 U12 will still use shot clock next year?



87

We have just experianced provincials for the first time this year in U12 and I would rather see us work harder to find the resources 

needed then ending provinicals for the U12 athletes.  The experiance the athletes received from this amazing opportunity is very 

valuable and a great learning experiance.  My hope is that this decision does not occur by the end of Mar

88

Will this change be phased in? For first year U10 this past seaon now have to play half ice or cross ice this next season, this is not 

what they have learned and honestly have done amazing at learning the game.

89 u10step 3 is often better than our U12C groups and should be considered for full-ice.

90 Who have you spoken to?? Everyone I have that kids going inot Active start aren't happy about half ice play>

91

So your asking 4-10 year olds to play HALF ice for the whole time.. a 4'5  10 year old wants to play half Ice?  do you not think you 

would lose players and competition?

92

When you say by and large people are somewhat happy with the Half Ice format at u10 step 1, can you give us percentages? It 

would be good to see numbers rather than have anecdotal evidence.

93

I’m still missing where the decision came from to make all the changes to Active Start to U12.  The issues brought up in the Exit 

Surveys were specific to U14 and Up.  Please provide some background on why these changes are being entertained.

94

Have we considered U10-3 at ¾ ice as a transition from half ice (step 2) to full ice at U12?  ¾ ice could get 5 players out on the ice 

and get all positions working.  Having 5 years at 3 on 3 isn’t good developmentally.  8 and 9 year olds are capable of the tactical 

use of 5 players.

95 What is the difference? Not playing the Northern teams?

96 Have you at all considere getting rid of Steps and going back to AS U8 and U10 a/b  or step 1/2???

97

Step 3 is too late to be running half ice, should there not be progression before moving to full ice in U12. Athletes need 

conditioning. I believe you will lose athletes to hockey if this moves forward.

98 how are you going to be able to evaluate kids than ?? all step 1 this year will move up to step 2 next year??

99 So your saying a 7 year old could play with a 10 year old if they are ready!????  even if they are not socially or vise versa ?

100 We just folded the NE association in Calgary. How do these changes address this issue of enrollment and participation?

101

Would “Children’s Ringette” then, not be more of a “recreational ringette” set up?  Perhaps there should be consideration given 

to a Flex category for U10.  Parents would be able to know their child’s needs and desires, then can sign them up where they see 

fit.

102 So will step 1’s who have played full ice for 2 years automatically be grandfathered into step 2? How will the evaluations work?

103 Kyla, I'm wondering the same.

104 TRY THE POLL AGAIN PLEASE!



105 Thank you Brian!

106 OR SEND OUT AN EMAIL SURVEY WITH SURVEY MONKEY!

107

3v3 should require smaller teams than 13-15 players that are common in U10 today.  More teams will require ice, doing 3v3 for all 

of U10 could make it extremely difficult for small associations to be able to acquire the necessary ice.  Again this could impact fees 

and ice sports are already a change for many canadian families to afford.

108 How are associations expected to gain partnerships with existing hockey associations for sharing of boards for dividing ice?

109 so if a 4 year old starts Ringette - they coupld potencially be playing HALF ICE GAMES for 7-8 years

110

When will the changes be made to the Step 2? 2020-2021? Many of our players from step 1 are pushing their kids up to step 2 to 

avoid the changes impacting them next year. This is too bad as many are not ready to move to step 2.

111

Have you considered a U9 division(S1,2or3) based on evals that would play the half-ice scenario. You could create a U10 (1 year 

only) that could provide a Half-ice option vs Full ice dependant on skillsets??  This would prepare those players that may just be 

starting and also provide a challenge for players ready for the move up to full ice.

112 With these changes do you think there will be enough coaches? I thouhgt it's already hard to find coaches at U10 and U12 levels?

113

To Chris Wright’s point: “3v3 should require smaller teams than 13-15 players that are common in U10 today.  More teams will 

require ice, doing 3v3 for all of U10 could make it extremely difficult for small associations to be able to acquire the necessary ice.  

Again this could impact fees and ice sports are already a change for many canadian families to afford.”  Doing this would also 

require MORE volunteer coaches.  More parents stepping up that don’t have ringette knowledge.  When bringing up 

disadvantages to U12B and U12C players because of their coaches, this is usually the reason.  Because parents that are coaching 

are newer to the sport and trying their very best to step up and coach their teams.  Often parents that compare ringette to 

hockey, which don’t translate well.

114

you said kids who have already played full ice, will not play on half ice, what about the 6 year olds who played step 1 (or step 2) 

this season?

115 But who is putting in the line was the question

116 Where are the additional 2 small nets coming from?

117

I thought I heard you say that no one that has played full ice will be reverted to 1/2 ice.  Does this mean, that despite skill and 

ability, they will be evaluated at Step 2 as a starting point just because they played step 1 this year?

118

For young children, only having to pass one time will encourage domination of the game by one or two stronger players. It does 

not encourage team play the way the game does now.  I am unclear how this plan develops the players or the game better than 

the current full ice development.

119 I am looking at what has been proposed and I think it is a terrible idea for player development.



120

If we put the lines on the ice ourselves, and kids get paint on thier jerseys that does not come out what are associaitons suppose 

to do?

121

I feel that the current structure is fine. What is driving this change? Do you think the effort to keep some girl in the sport may 

drive others away.

122 Where are you getting all these volunteers from? Coaches, etc. we are already doing to much

123

Could you tie what has been presented back to the challenges stated at the beginning of the presentation and how these are 

going to answer them?

124 I assume our fees will drastically drop if we are going from around 13-15 girl teams to 20 girl teams. So fees should reduce 25%

125

Hockey bumpers are put out by the teams with volunteers. This has become a HUGE safety issue with the rink staff. It’s a logistical 

nightmare, some folks are expected to be on skates with helmet etc

126

Why are we being compared to hockey? If we are making changes to cater to the girls who have left the sport, did we poll girls 

who are still in the sport? They are the biggest recruiters of new joiners in my opinion.

127 good

128 Are other provinces making these changes? Or are we leading the way?

129

what if there not ready though ny daughter played 2 years of step 1  im a step 1 coach and there is surely some girls who aren't 

ready for step2

130 I am disappointed that provincials are cancelled for u12 for next season.

131 Active Start are playing full ice this year but are not being grandfathered?

132 Calgary Active start plays every game on full ice. Will they be grandfathered?

133 Will there still be A, B and C levels at U12 level?  It looks like the only change is that there are no provincials

134 but the associations restrict the younger kids from playing at higher tiers

135 Yes Provincials are great!, Big deal if you win the league, it’s small anyway

136

Many comparisons are being made to hockey. The use of smaller space which has been implemented at the novice level has value 

which is comparable to U10 likely step 1 or 2-which I am in agreement with.  Why are we holding back "children" at the age 9-12 

year old level and now not making the same comparisons to hockey and be given the same opportunity for development and 

achievment.

137 you will have lots who played step 1 who are not ready for step2

138 The dressing room and bench numbers definitely pose a safety concern.

139 If teams increase to 20 it will be more difficult to keep all kids active durning practice on half ice. Is that not counter productive.

140

I would be curious to see what level or tier the poll was taken on the people who wanted to get rid of provincials in U12???? How 

about you retake the poll AB wide and by tier and if some streams want it then keep it for those who want



141

“more volunteers” - if current teams have 15, and we are playing 3 on 3, then it will mean most associations would go to rosters 

of 10.  Those extra 5 kids would be on another team with another 5 kids to make an additional team, no?  Or are you playing 3 on 

3 with rosters of 15 kids?  How does this increase their “playing time”?

142 Will goalies wear equipment in U10?

143

It feel like the game play of blue lines, three in the zone, triangle defense, shot clocks, etc. etc. is going to be a huge challenge for 

coaches to bring in at the U-12 age group. Is there going to be a curriculum for coaches? So everyone is on the same page as for 

player and play development? seems girls will be lost.

144

UAA only takes in to consideration the skating component of the speed/skating ability of young players especially u10.  How does 

this fit it with the concept of “game sense” and when a player is ready at u12 and below to advance?  Is there an adjustment going 

to be made on how game scrimmage evaluations are conducted to balance the skating versus mental and emotional capabilities 

of these children?

145

It seems like the overcrowding in the changerooms has not been addressed or is a priority. That’s very disappointing. The overall 

experience will be extremely chaotic difficult and unpleasant for players and parents 😔

146 Great question

147 Are we supposed to group our active start and step 1 teams into the new stages..ie: fun1 fun2 fun3/learn1 and learn2?

148 doesn’t removing provincials make it less competitive?

149

I'm not sure the reasoning around a player can play full ice when they are "ready" as the step system was put in place to ensure 

players progressed gratually and ideally were playing with similar aged girls and similar size and muturity. You are basically 

contraidcting the basis of a step system in U10 vs a tier system in U12 and up.

150

Four teams brings more parents/volunteers. Associations would need to work with the increase in planning by setting volunteer 

requirements.

151 Will participants playing goalie still be wearing goalie equipment in the U10 levels with these changes?

152

I strongly urge the reevaluation of removing provincials at the U12 level. We unfortunatley are always going to be 'competing' 

with hockey for enrollement of girls. I worry that this will push those sitting on the fence over to hockey. I love ringette but I want 

my daughter to have the option for healthy competition. We need a plan to deal with the innappropriate adult behaviour not 

penalize the children by removing an aspect of their year that can be a lifelong memory. We only won a single game at provincials 

this year but the girls had the time of their lives and will not forget the experience anytime soon. Yes we had to drive 2 hrs to get 

there but every parent on the team said it was well worth it for the experience the girls had.

153 to clarify.... step 2 and 3 in the 2019-2020 season will be 3 on 3?

154

there must be the ability to "evaluate" a player who played Step 1 last season in order to determine if they should play full ice 

again. If my daughter was struggling and would benefit on half ice for a year I would not be against it.



155 wondering the same Laura

156 Will there still be a 3 goal maximum in any stage if we are not keeping score?

157 Coaches on ice for all U10 then? No refs?

158

Many girls seem to spend two years in U10 step 1, so when it comes to evaluations in the fall, those girls who did full ice step 1 

would have to be bumped to step 2, correct? Will that be discussed at evaluations?

159

you can’t say girls in the game aren’t going backwards when you aren’t grandfathering girls. how do plan to make sure girls who 

played full ice aren’t playing half ice next season?

160 in 2019/2020 for U10 Step 2 and 3, is it 3vs 3, or still 5vs5? Thanks.

161

PLEASE don't make any more changes after this! The older groups should have a better funnel into them with these younger years 

improvement. I don't believe you can completely disregard ages however especially at older groups.

162

We have heard that more kids would stay in this sport, regardless of skill, time commitment, or age, if schedules were regularized. 

Did you ask for feedback around this in your focus groups?

163 please confirm will it be 3 on 3 for step 2 and 3 U10?

164

I think this has been answered with "no change to competition" in rural areas we are still able to run 3 on 3 games with teams 

outside of our association correct?

165

( Thank you, Ringetter) 

A regular schedule for teams would make commitment easier for all involved. Was this option explored in the restructure?

166 what is reasoning behind removing U12 provincials

167

Will there be a greater need for officials? If there is going to be more half ice games going on at same time, 4 teams on ice at a 

time.

168 Can you please circle back on the feedback from U14 and up driving changes at Active Start and U10S1?

169

smaller teams = more teams, where will communities get the additional ice or will small associations have turn away local 

players?  Have you assessed the available ice in both North and South against the feasibility to implement this next season

170 So where are the changes stemmking from then??

171 But what I see in Hockey its still One team vs One team?  not 4 teams?

172 How many players are you suggesting per team? In your example you      had a team with 20 players.

173 Can we circle back to removing U12 Provincials? I’m not sure the reasons support the action



174

How would the younger children fit in with older kids in the dressing room? Even basing on physical ability, game sense and 

maturity, there are some obvious differences in different age groups from a social standpoint. I can't see larger age gaps being of 

benefit to these players, particularly for retention in the sport. Having fun is so important. From my experience, this has been an 

issue in U10 alone, so I would like to better understand how removing age would be better and not worse?

175

Novice minor in hockey is amazing.  The kids are always moving, never out the play and cannot “hide”.  I see the same thing 

happening here

176 Here's a great visual on right sized ice https://youtu.be/cXhxNq59pWg

177

How do these changes help with the development of team tactics (5v5, 3 in zone, defensive triangle, etc) and not just focus on 

individual player skill development?

178

Can we please go over once more, so that I understand it clearly, what the catalyst is for changes at Active Start or U10?  I know 

you meantioned Ringette Canada doing away with ages.

179

Do you plan to make any of the information  collected via feedback public?  In an effort to be transparent, if the majority of 

feedback is against removing U12 provincials, will they remain?  Or have you already made this decision?  The majority of 

feedback posted tonight is in support of keeping U12 provincials.

180 Did I miss an answer regarding goalies for U10 (for Step 1 for next year)? Are they fully dressed or switching out every shift like AS?

181

In regards to cancelling provincials for U12 what behaviour are you referring to to warrant this? Is this referring to a few bad 

apples because I do not think this represents the majority of teams and parents.

182 Are you not able to implement this over a longer period of time? ie. start with changes to AS this year, then step #1 next year etc.?

183

Are the players able to exceed their age group if their skill levels are evident. Ex. u10 Step 3 player but, could play u12B. Is that an 

option if they can develop better at that level?

184 Will this be mandated by ringette AB or Associations regulation?

185 Can you please clarify at what step shot clocks will be introduced?

186

you had mentioned that this is all to insure the athlete is ready in a number of ways to move to the next step. will there be 

changes or more guidlines for UAA or eveluations that help guide associations in making the correct decisions. one association 

may view things differently then others. how can this be policed more so there are not those blow out games.

187

What mechanisms will be in place to deal with different and potentially conflicting associations’ dressing room policies when they 

are forced to share dressing rooms?

188 Will there be two refs on each half of the ice? Therefore 4 refs per ice slot?

189 Are you considering changing the season length for children’s ringette?



190

Taking away provincials bc of parent negative behaviour is on those teams and parents ! Not the kids! Unfair to take away such 

excellent competition.

191

I thought I saw a question come in regarding remote (rural) associations and whether they would still be included in the current 

leagues in U10, as have been in the past?  Did this question disappear?

192

Are you saying accident only happen when traveling North? Our Calgary team could still travel to Lethbridge or Med Hat for 

league championships

193 But would that not be the same as a North/South championship and would we not struggle the same with the ice for those?

194

So if we belong to zone 2 will we only get to play zone 2 teams for the end of season league championship? (At u12) Or will this be 

a zone 123 combined event?

195

Awwww.....having team size increase to 20 will dramatically impact team bonding and player connection to each other. I saw that 

this year with     our active start team (20 players) and our step 1 team (13 players). So much harder for these young kids to make 

lasting friendships when        there are so many kids!  The shared dressing rooms will also hinder these relationships as well. Which 

makes me so sad (as a coach and player of 30 years) because to me the team/player bonding and friendships are JUST as 

important as the skill development!

196

It's unfortunate  that because it is hard and a challenge that the opportunity for provincials will be taken away . Also,that the 

behaviour of others at the u12levels  limits the current and new u12 parents. Penalize the offender. I agree diriving to rural areas 

with no hotels is not ideal for anyone as we did that this year. Overcoming obstacles is a key to life, there must be a way to make 

it work.

197 It would be a Zone 1-2-3 Championship.

198 LEAGUE DIRECTOR HERE.  full league championship, not zone.

199

Re: provincials. All of your response has been geared to officials and driving. What about the girls and taking away this 

competition. This is about the kids. Very disappointing. If you also have had to call police, perhaps deal with those parents and 

those teams. How do you justify penalizing everyone for a few ppls bad behaviour?

200 Similar to what we currently do for AS and U10 (for the Zone 2 U12) :)

201 Why did my question disappear?

202 Will there still be a 3 goal player maximum?? In step 1-3?

203

Have you thought about combining 2 or 3 levels in a age group as a major provincial championship as this would help with having 

a larger pool of officials for the tournament. I am speaking as an official from another sport and have seen this work well and is 

used to help developed officials who are wanting to get to a higher level.

204 Will you post an FAQ from this presentation on RAB or the yourringertte.ca website?

205

Why are we taking provincials from U12 but we still have league games in Fort McMurray in bad weather costing teams upwards 

of $1000 to travel for 2 games?

206 I'm going to sign off, thanks for all of the explanations and the walk through Dave, it has been very informative.



207

Maybe you could leave the questions visible and and make a statement that it was answered in the presentation.  I think that 

would be more transparent.  Thank you in advance for your consideration.

208

Practices would still run the same for u10, Shared ice between 2 teams? If you have a team of 20, can we assume we would have 

full ice practice?

209 A question my husband just asked is completely gone.... unless you can see it?

210

Is this being rolled out next year as optional or mandatory to organizations?? I can see some organizations not following this 

which is frustrating when other do follow the new guidelines. 

211 Thank you guys for answering so many of our questions and listening

212 It’s easier to run league championships vs provincials as the teams play closer in proximity?

213

By removing the Provincials, why continue to allow teams to travel for tournaments? Why should Calgary teams still have to travel 

to a different zone (Lethbridge etc) to play for league championships

214 If I approached each issue by removing it altogether I would consider that a failure!

215

Would Ringette Alberta consider continuing provincials at the U12 A and maybe B level only, seeing as many of your issues seem 

to be at the C level?

216 I think travel is good! Some of our best experiences have been travelling to Lethbridge, Med Hat, Spruce Grove etc, from Calgary :)

217 I don't believe that the issues are at only U12C. It's U12 in general.

218

You mentioned that there are struggles for ice time and officials for u12 provincials. Have you considered combining all 3 levels of 

u12 or even 2 at a city centre. I am speaking as an official from another sport and have seen this work really well as it allows a 

larger group of officials can come to one spot and is used to help developed officials and allow others to get to a higher level. 

Another option to this would to have an association host the provincials for a specified term then you could rotate them around.

219 ____, _____ ... he just re submitted it :)

220 He means say U12 all levels for example

221 _______ Great COmment!  I totally Agree!

222 Thank you


